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About This Content

Due to free games not remaining in a player's Steam library after uninstalling, this DLC has been created with some additional
content for those who want to keep it in their collection. There are no new achievements with this DLC, to ensure that all

players can 100% complete the game with just the free version.

It includes:

- Extended version of the game soundtrack, with 5 new tracks
- A 10 page pdf book of the original sketches used in the game

- 4 short deleted scenes not included in the original game (total gameplay ~ 5 minutes).

Note that the extra scenes are in no way a sequel or expansion to the main game - think of them more like deleted scenes on a
film's DVD extras. These will not appear in the base game, but have their own launcher.

The files will be installed in your Sisyphus Reborn folder within the Steam folder, for example: C:\Program
Files\Steam\SteamApps\common\Sisyphus Reborn\Extras

Extended soundtrack listing:

1. Intro
2. The Cave

3. The Desert
4. The Hermit
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5. The Nothing
6. Sisyphus Reborn

7. This Path Was My Own
8. The Desert - Remix

9. Main Theme - Musicbox
10. Echoes In Eternity

11. The Hermit - Piano Version
12. The Lost Soul
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Title: Sisyphus Reborn - Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Myshkin Entertainment
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 500 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 170 MB available space

English,German
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This game is the best port i've seen in years. Been waiting 4ver for this!!!
This game is brilliant, thumb up if you feel just like CaslteVania :)
Gonna stick with this for a long time.
Keep it up, HikerGames !. Fun and entertaining game. Still havent completed it. Look forward to continue to play this game.
Thanks team Lambda.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FlIrNOuUtnU

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9FdECdnhelU. This so doesn't worth the price tag. It actually should be F2P. Really.
Bought it during Christmas sales, and even then was surprised how terrible it is.

I had more fun with Poker Night at the Inventory and Poker Night 2, not to mention the F2P The Four Kings Casino and
Slots.

There is no need to tell you about the negatives about chat or lobby or that you have to buy chips with real money. And
I don't mean chips like skins or anything like that, which is also the case, I mean CHIPS TO PLAY WITH. What the f?

Did I also mention that the freaking camera is also nauseating? Also why can't I keep my cards always visible to me?
That's just stupid.

Shame. Real shame.. This game is pretty enjoyable. I haven't put long hours into the game quite yet, but ever person
I've had try the game has really enjoyed it. This is definitely a game for those who want a sandbox style game with fun
movement and a little panic on occasion. There are three main points to this game that work well the way they have
been designed. Scavenging materials, growing and harvesting food and resources, and dangerous exploration.

The hacking can be a bit fickle at times. The three rings act like lock tumblers and they need to be rotated in the same
way a lock works. However, and maybe it's just me, the rings don't always act like you'd expect them to. Half the time I
have no idea if I'm not even interacting with the rings, or if I'm trying to turn them in a way they don't turn.

Definitely worth playing, just be patient with the locks and put on your favorite spacey-soundtrack.
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I'm Motivated ♥. looks good better then Cities Skylines more Function more flexible. This game is way too hard
holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ Ghost'n'Goblins flashbacks, this is the best way to relive that game.. The first look is oke.
But there are a few things missing: No Free Roam option (something I miss and find that is more common with new routes), no
scenarios for standaard, which is strange (just career).. I need a refund. I think this game just game me an aneurysm. Everything
about it is horrible. I am decently sure that that's exactly what they were aiming for... but wow... I am not even sure why this was
allowed on the Steam shop. This is a 0/10.. Star Chronicles is a turn based strategy where your spaceship ends up in a remote
area ruled by a hostile alien enemy. Fighting your way through them gains you more powerful weapons and equipment, which is
fortunate given your activities attract more and more enemies with even more powerful weapons.

One of the main strengths here is most of the weapons types are significantly different - some are good at taking down shields,
some at taking down hull, some have increased range, some are weaker but fire every turn, some take 3 or even 4 turns per shot
but hit hard enough to justify it. The downside of this means you often end up swapping your weaponry around every turn based
on the next, which slows down the gameplay and feels a bit weird (imagine Kirk being told Klingons were off the starboard
bow, to which he responds by asking Scotty to unbolt those phasers and swap in photon torpedo launchers, and then to swap
them back after firing them once).

For most of the game the combat is fairly frantic and you are often in trouble and overwhelmed, I did find towards the end -
once your movement speed is up to 4 or more and you have the long range mass drivers (PMD and then EMD) you can just peel
off one enemy at a time, making the last few levels a bit too straightforward (but long, as the amount of enemies you are
fighting is massive), as soon as you can carve out a safe area at the start of the sector to retreat to anyway.

Overall this is okay, probably not the sort of game you would replay as once you have the hang of the weapons systems and how
the AI reacts it all gets a bit predictable, but the difficulty balance is good enough to keep things interesting until you do.. 10/10

Star Shelter is the best VR game I have ever played to this day. The graphics are gorgeous, the content is continuous, you are
never left with nothing left to do. It is tense in some moments, scary in others, and relaxing too. You can create stuff to develop
your base, you can explore surrounding spaceships and moon bases, you can build spacecraft, you can fight drones, you can play
the piano (in space). This game never stops suprising me, and I love it.

For £10 its and absolute bargain, I would have happily paid £30-£40 for this game, it is very well developed.

The Dev team is very active in the discord too, the game is still being worked on and improved.

Absolutely LOVE it.. Saying the initial tutorial was lacking would still give it too much credit. I played it briefly with and
without the patch and survival mode and honestly, like the other comments said, in comparison to previous games this one is
super lacking. I barely played any of it because I just held no interest in it.
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